Antitrust and Competition
Understanding global antitrust and competition rules is a necessary and prudent
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are complex, but they govern a broad range of business conduct: interaction

in joint ventures and corporate mergers and acquisitions. Indeed, these laws
have the potential to impact virtually every aspect of a company's business plan
and activities in the marketplace.
Whether your company is large or small, if it is considering forming a business alliance, moving
into a new market, taking a new tack with its competitors, implementing a new production,
marketing or distribution strategy, or growing through corporate development, advice concerning
the requirements of antitrust and competition laws is essential. The risks and consequences of
non-compliance can be severe.
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Investigations
Our investigations experience is market leading and diverse. Our lawyers have represented
companies in a full range of competition investigations and enforcement actions conducted by, for
example, the US DOJ, US FTC, the European Commission, UK Competition and Markets
Authority, the Australian ACCC, the French Autorité de la Concurrence, the German
Bundeskartellamt, the Austrian Kartellgericht, the Dutch ACM, the Spanish Competition Authority,
and the Korean FTC.

Counselling
We counsel our clients on national and international competition and antitrust laws, unfair trade
practices, prospective acquisitions, price discrimination issues, abuse of dominance and
intellectual property issues.
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We have a strong multi-jurisdictional merger practice that can seamlessly coordinate filings in jurisdictions worldwide.
We are able to help clients analyse any potential competition issues, coordinate multijurisdictional merger clearances, represent clients
before regulatory agencies, analyse and negotiate potential remedies, deal with in-depth investigations and advise on merger litigation.

Compliance Audits and Programs
Our experience is diverse and includes representing companies in a full range of competition matters. This diversity in expertise allows
us to provide advice to our clients on all areas of competition compliance including auditing existing policies and procedures and
enables us to provide clients with commercial and practical solutions. This includes with regards to the implementation of a compliance
programme, the provision of training including on raids, or any changes to existing policies and procedures.

Cartel Enforcement Defence
Criminal cartel enforcement is a top priority of competition Regulatory Authorities and cartel investigations, in particular
those with international aspects, are on the rise.
Our team acts regularly for multinational clients and provides a globally coordinated approach in representing client before the
regulators and in negotiating resolutions. The team has much experience in assisting client with leniency and amnesty applications and
where necessary defends clients through litigation.

Civil Litigation / Class Actions
Private litigation is fast becoming as important as public regulation as a means of enforcing competition law.
We have considerable experience in advising claimants and defendants in competition based litigation in a number of jurisdictions, and
representing clients appealing regulator decisions to the European and domestic Courts.

Criminal Antitrust Defence
Our team provides criminal defence to clients including in response to raids, managing disclosure, leniency negotiations with
Regulators, defence of Criminal Litigation and in relation to Trials and Appeals.

State Aid
We have a strong track record in State aid work, acting for funding bodies, recipients of aid and those who feel that their
interests have been damaged by unlawful aid awarded to their competitors.

EXPERIENCE
Acting for two pharmaceutical companies in separate 'pay for delay' pharmaceutical patent settlements in Europe.
Represented Church & Dwight in the Church & Dwight v. Mayer Labs antitrust case and related FTC investigation. In granting our
summary judgment motion, the California federal judge held that a C&D shelf share discount incentive rebate program involving
Trojan condoms did not constitute anti-competitive monopoly behaviour. This is a significant win for the client, who has been engaged
in hotly contested litigation for more than four years with competitor Mayer Laboratories. We also convinced the FTC to drop its three
year investigation without a consent decree or any conditions and the FTC agreed to destroy all documents.
Advised Etihad Airways in relation to their equity investment in Air Berlin which required both merger control and regulatory advice,
as well as competition law advice in relation to commercial co-operation agreements between the two airlines.
Advised two of the largest companies in provision of secure electronic payment technologies a complex acquisition. This involved
creating cooperation between a number of competition authorities.
Building a global compliance function with particular emphasis on antitrust, anti-corruption, antimony laundering, international trade
regulation/OFAC, government relations, and privacy/data security for an international insurance and financial services company.
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Representing a global airline in the General Court against the European Commission's air cargo cartel decision, with simultaneous
damages litigation in the UK and the Netherlands.
Advising one of the world's largest freight forwarders in the context of a European Commission cartel investigation and a subsequent
appeal to the General Courts. The team successfully secured a significant fine reduction for the client which was being investigated
by anti-trust authorities, notably the European Commission and US Department of Justice, following global dawn raids across the
industry in 2007.
Acting for a global airline in complex class action cases currently pending in the US including in the Southern District of New York,
Eastern District of New York and the Northern District of California District Courts. The Plaintiffs allege billions of US dollars in
damages.
Advising a Japanese manufacturer of electronic equipment, in multi-district class action antitrust litigation alleging violations of the
Sherman Act and state laws in the optical disk drive industry.
Acting for Pool Corporation and its subsidiaries in a multi-district litigation alleging violations of the antitrust laws in regard to the
distribution of swimming pool products and supplies. The case is pending in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
Louisiana and is in the discovery stage.
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